
We’re Not From Here

Geoffrey Rodkey

After a year on Mars, a young boy and

his family migrate to the planet Choom,

but the inhabitants of Choom, the

Zhuri, who look like giant mosquitoes,

don't really like humans and it up to the

boy and his family to change their

minds if they hope to survive.

A Problematic Paradox

Eliot Sappingfield

Thirteen-year-old Nikola Kross's world is

turned upside down when her father is

abducted by aliens and she is suddenly

transported to a special boarding school

for geniuses, but things get even

stranger when she realizes she has

certain abilities that put her entire school

in grave danger.

In the Red

Christopher Swiedler

Michael knows he shouldn't go out

on the Mars surface alone. But then his

best friend, Lilith, suggests they sneak

out one night. As the two ride along the

Mars surface in a stolen rover, miles

from the colony, a massive solar flare

hits the planet. Stranded hours from

home, Michael and Lilith must risk

everything if they're to get back

to the colony alive.
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A Time Traveler’s Theory of

Relativity

Nicole Valentine

Days before his thirteenth birthday,

science-lover Finn learns that the

women of his family

are time travelers and he is expected to

help locate his missing mother.
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BOOKS YOU MAY ENJOY:
City of Ember  I  DuPrau

Fortunately, the Milk  I  Gaiman

Space Case  I  Gibbs

A Wrinkle in Time  I  L'Engle

The Giver  I  Lowry

Fuzzy Mud  I  Sachar

Spaceheadz  I  Sciezka

That’s okay! We all read at our own

pace and have our own likes and

dislikes. A librarian can help you find

a book that you will love. Ask us!

“These books aren’t
my thing!"
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Space Taxi: Archie Takes Flight

Wendy Mass

On "Take Your Kid to Work Day,"

eight-year-old Archie discovers that his

father drives a space taxi that shuttles

aliens from one area of the universe to

another.

Finn and the Intergalactic

Lunchbox

Michael Buckley

When Earth is threatened by an

invading race of bugs called the Hunger,

11-year-old Finn, his arch-nemesis,

Lincoln, his crush, Julep, and one pink

unicorn lunchbox become Earth's last

best hope against destruction.

The Lighthouse Between the

Worlds

Melanie Crowder

After discovering that the lighthouse his

family tends is a portal to strange and

dangerous worlds, eleven-year-old

Griffin must travel through it to save his

father from a threat to all humanity.
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The Secret Deep

Lindsay Galvin

When Aster wakes alone on an island,

she has no idea what's happened, why

she's there, or where to find her sister,

Poppy. All she can remember is being

on a boat with her aunt and other

members of an ecovillage. But Sam

makes links between the mystery of

their disappearance and suspicious

happenings in his own life.
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Greystone Secrets: The Strangers

Margaret Haddix

The Greystone kids thought they knew.

But everything changes when reports of

three kidnapped children reach them and

they're shocked by the startling

similarities between themselves and

these strangers. The other kids share

their same first and middle names.

They're the same ages. They even have

identical birthdays. Who, exactly, are

these strangers?
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The Last Last-Day-of-Summer

Lamar Giles

When adventurous cousins Otto and

Sheed Alston accidentally extend the last

day of summer by freezing time, they find

the secrets between the unmoving

seconds are not as much fun as they

expected.
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Sal & Gabi Break the Universe

Carlos Hernandez

In order to heal after his mother's

death, Sal learned how to meditate. But

no one expected him to be able to take

it further and 'relax' things into

existence. Turns out he can reach into

time and space to retrieve things from

other universes
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Glitch

Lauren Martin

Regan and Elliot have been enemies

since they started training to become

Glitchers--people who travel through time

to preserve important historical events.

But everything changes when they find a

letter from Regan's future self, warning

them about an impending disaster that

threatens them and everyone they know.

Will they be able to set aside their past in

order to save the future?
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Nicola Berry and the Petrifying

Problem with Princess Petronella

Lianne Moriarty

By correctly answering ten peculiar

questions, a young Australian girl

becomes Earth's official ambassador to

planet Globagaskar, where she hopes to

persuade the spoiled Princess

Petronella not to turn Earth into a

garbage can.
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The Fourteenth Goldfish

Jennifer Holm

Ellie's scientist grandfather has

discovered a way to reverse aging, and

consequently has turned into a teenager--

which makes for complicated

relationships when he moves in with Ellie

and her mother, his daughter.
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Not So Normal Norbert

James Patterson

Having been judged Different, Norbert,

Drew, and Sophie are banished from the

United State of Earth to Astronuts Camp

on Zorquat 3 in the Orion Nebula,

interfering with Norbert's quest to find his

parents.
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Daniel Coldstar: The Relic War

Stel Pavlou

While working in a mine on another

planet, Daniel Coldstar finds a powerful

relic that may help him escape from the

masters who have stolen his memories.
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